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Abstract
A new kind of supervised learning approach
is proposed to estimate the number of occupants in a room. It introduces the concept of
interactive learning where actual occupancy
is interactively requested to occupants when
it is the most valuable to limit the number
of interactions. Occupancy estimation algorithms rely on machine learning: they use information collected from occupants together
with common sensors measuring motion detection, power consumption or CO2 concentration for instance. Two different classifiers
are considered for occupancy estimation with
interactions: a decision tree C4.5 classifier
and parameterized rule based classifier. In
this paper, the question of when asking to occupants is investigated. This approach avoids
the usage of a camera the determine the actual occupancy.
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Introduction

Recently, research about building turns to focus on occupant behavior. Interactive learning opens the gate of the involvement of occupants through the exchange of information.
It is a new challenge in occupancy estimation because it solves the issue of the measurement of actual occupancy usually done
thanks to cameras and a posteriori labeling,
which is both time consuming and invasive.
Interactive learning has not been investigated
up to now and should be considered as a
new approach, that has been applied for occupancy estimation. Most of the works deal

with the design stage: the target is to represent the diversity of occupant behavior in order to improve building energy manegment
capabilities . Most of the approaches use
statistics about human behavior (Roulet et al.,
1991; Page et al., 2007; Robinson and Haldi,
2009). (Kashif et al., 2013) emphasized that
inhabitants’ detailed reactive and deliberative behavior must also be taken into account
and proposed a co-simulation methodology
to find out the impact of certain actions on
energy consumption. Nevertheless, human
behavior is not only interesting during the
design step, but also during operation. It
is indeed useful for diagnostic analyses to
discriminate human misbehavior from building system performance, and also for energy
management where strategies depend on human activities and, in particular, on the number of occupants in a zone. Such a system
as to be trained in each new environment.
Unfortunately, using supervised learning algorithm on site is not widely accepted because of the required target to build the set
of training data , which usually come from
cameras which are not acceptable for many
users. In addition, labeling occupancy from
videos is time consuming.This paper tackles
this issue. It proposes an occupancy estimation approach based on interactive learning with occupants in the studied area. Section 2 presents a state of the art about occupancy estimation. Section 3 discusses the
proposed process of interactive learning that
interacts with occupants to collect the actual
occupancy. Section 4 focuses on C45 decision tree classifier for interactive learning.
Section 5 focuses on parameterized classifier
for interactive learning and section 6 compares the two classifiers in interactive learn-

ing context in an office.
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State of the art

Different approaches for estimating occupancy have been investigated but still without
using an interactive learning process. Methods vary from basic single feature classifiers
that distinguish among two classes (presence
and absence) to multi-sensor, multi-feature
models. A primary approach, which is prevalent in many commercial buildings, is the usage of passive infrared (PIR) sensors for occupancy. However, motion detectors fail to
detect a presence when occupants remain relatively still, which is quite common during
activities like working on a computer or regular desk work. This makes the use of only
PIR sensors for occupancy counting purpose
less attractive. Conjunction of PIR sensors
with other sensors can be useful as discussed
in (Agarwal et al., 2010). It uses motion sensors and magnetic reed switches for occupancy detection to increase the efficiency of
HVAC systems in smart buildings, which is
quite simple and non-intrusive. Apart from
motion, acoustic sensors (Padmanabh et al.,
2009) may be used. However, audio from
the environment can easily fool such sensors, and with no support from other sensors, it can report many false positives. In
the same way, other sensors like video cameras (Milenkovic and Amft, 2013b), which
exploit the huge advances in the field of computer vision and the ever increasing computational capabilities, RFID tags (Philipose
et al., 2004) installed on id cards, sonar sensors (Milenkovic and Amft, 2013a) plugged
on monitors to identify presence of a person on a computer, have been used and have
proved to be much better at solving the problem of occupancy count, yet can not be employed in most office buildings for reasons
like privacy and cost concerns. The use of
pressure and PIR sensors to determine presence/absence in single desk offices has been
discussed in (Nguyen and Aiello, 2012); it
further tags activities based on this knowledge. However, for various applications like

activity recognition or context analysis within
a larger office space, information regarding
the presence or absence of people is not
sufficient and an estimation of the number
of people occupying the space is essential.
(Lam et al., 2009) investigates this problem
in open offices, estimating occupancy and human activities using a multitude of ambient
information, and compare the performance
of HMMs, SVMs and Artificial Neural Networks. However, none of these methods
generate human-understandable rules which
may be very helpful to building managers.
In general, an occupancy count algorithm
that fully exploits information available from
low cost, non-intrusive, environmental sensors and provides meaningful information is
an important yet little explored problem in office buildings. This occupancy detection systems still have certain limitations with respect
to occupant privacy.
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Principle of interactive learning

A new methodology for occupancy estimation has been investigated by using interactive learning approach.
Interactive learning is a process involving exchange of information with the users in order to collect some important data according to the problem context. In supervised
learning methods, which are used widely in
a lot of applications, the problem of the required target arises in the estimation of the
number of occupants i.e. the labeling issue
usually have been taken from installed video
cameras. Using camera is still not acceptable in many places for respecting the privacy
of occupants. Interactive learning is an extension of supervised learning machine that
in our case will estimate the occupancy by
collecting the required labeling from the occupants themselves. The problem statement
of occupancy estimation could be formalized like this: let (A1,k , A2,k , . . . , An,k , Ck )
be a record where Ai,k is an attribute value,
i.e. feature or sensor data, for record k,
and Ck a belonging class, i.e. the actual number of occupants provided thanks

to interactions here. (A1,k , A2,k , . . . , An,k )
is named an ask: it is an incomplete
record. A classifier is defined over D =
dom(A1,k ) × dom(A2,k ) × · · · × dom(An,k )
with dom(Ai,k ) = [Aˇi , Aˆi ] where Aˇi and
Aˆi stand respectively for the maximum and
the minimum value of the recorded attributes.
It leads to: ∀i, (A1,k , A2,k , . . . , An,k ) ∈
Di (Θ) → Ck = classi with {Di (Θ); ∀i}, a
partition of the attribute space D corresponding of classi . Θ is the list of the classifier
parameters. Asking problem is the main issue in interactive learning to define when it is
necessary to ask and when asking is useless.
Here, the interaction will be with people to
give the actual number of occupants, To perform the task of asking the number of occupants, let {(A1,k , A2,k , . . . , An,k , Ck ); ∀k} be
a set of records. Let {Di (Θ); ∀i} be a parameterized classifier with Θ the current parameter values of the classifier. Wherever the
model of the classifier is more complicated
the parameterized classifier will be more difficult to analyze.

Figure 1: Asking problem
The asking problem consists in determining a utility function for an ask
(A1,k0 , A2,k0 , . . . , Am,k0 ) taking into account the already available records and
the classifier. Three criteria are taken into
account to determine whether an ask is
potentially useful or not:
1. the density of the neighborhood. It
is the number of existing records in
the neighborhood of the potential ask.

The neighborhood is defined by the dis
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where
and
stand respectively for
the maximum and the minimum value of
the recorded attributes Ai . The neighborhood can be modified according to
the  ∈ [0, 1].
The local record
density in the neighborhood of an ask
(A1,k0 , A2,k0 , . . . ) is given by equation (1);
(A1,k , A2,k , . . . , Ck ) stands for existing
record k.
2. the classifier estimation error in the
neighborhood of the potential ask that
leads to the concept of quality neighborhood. As shown in figure 1, if the classifier estimation error is too high for a
record, it is removed from the neighborhood because of the poor quality. A
record (A1,k , A2,k , . . . , Ck ) is considered
in the quality neighborhood of a potential
ask if error is small i.e. |average(Ck ) −
occupancyk | < Er ζ where average(Ck )
stands for the average occupancy of
the class Ck , occupancyk is the actual
recorded occupancy collected thanks to
an ask, Er ∈ [1, 2) typically, is an error
ratio than can be adjusted, ζ is the average
estimation
Pn−1 error of the n existing records:
1
k=0 |average(Ck ) − occupancyk |.
n
3. the minimum class weight i.e.
the
minimum number of records for
each class:
weight(classx )
=
{(A1,k , A2,k , . . . , Ck ); Ck = classx } . In
case of an potential ask (A1,k0 , A2,k0 , . . . ),
the ask will contribute to a class determined by the classifier because ask has
not been performed up to now:
class = Dk0 (Θ, (A1,k0 , A2,k0 , . . . ))
The
minimum
class
weight
weight(classx ) < Cw can be adjusted
according to the problem.
All the potential asks that satisfy the above
three criteria are asked to the occupants in order to possibly become an additional record.
if record density in quality neighborhood
of a potential ask (neighborhood without

records with big estimation error) is low or
weight(classx ) ≤ Cw then
Ask
else
Do not Ask
end if
d(A1,k0 , A2,k0 , . . . ) =
(1)
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For validation, occupant reaction has to be
taken into account as a response probability p
i.e. whether the occupants answer or not. For
a given context, the number of asks depends
on the classifier used for occupancy estimation:
• C45 decision tree classifier can be used
directly together with the ask mechanism to generate occupancy labels for
preparing training data .
• a parameterized classifier can be used
as well where parameters can be adjusted according to the growing number
of records.
These classifiers together with the proposed
ask mechanism are presented in the 2 next
sections.
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Decision tree classifier

The test bed is an office in Grenoble Institute of Technology, which accommodates a
professor and 3 PhD students. The office has
frequent visitors with a lot of meetings and
presentations all through the week. The setup for the sensor network includes:
• 2 video cameras for recording real occupancy numbers and activities. Those
two cameras are only used for validation
purpose.
• An ambiance sensing network, which
measures luminance, temperature, relative humidity (RH), motions, CO2 concentration, power consumption, door

and window position, microphone. Data
are sent thanks to ENOCEAN protocol
on significant value change event.
• A centralized database with a webapplication for retrieving data from different sources continuously.
To perform the task of finding the number of
occupants, a relation has to be discovered between the office environment and the number of people in it . The office environment
can be represented as a set of state variables,
At = [A1 , A2 , . . . , Am ]t . This set of state
variables A at any instance of time t must be
indicative of occupancy. A state variable can
be termed as a feature, and therefore the set
of features as feature vector. Similarly, the
m-dimensional space that contains all possible values of such a feature vector is the
feature space. The underlying approach for
the experiments is to formulate the classification problem as a map from a feature vector
into some feature space that comprises several classes of occupancy or activities. Therefore, the success of such an approach heavily
depends on how good the selected features
are. In this case, features are attributes from
multiple sensors accumulated over a time interval. The choice of interval duration is
highly context dependent, and has to be done
according to the granularity required.
Features is the information extracted from
the data i.e acoustic pressure from a microphone, time slot, occupancy from power
consumption, door or window position, motion counting,day type, indoor temperature,...
One quantitative measurement of the usefulness of a feature is information gain, which
depends on the concept of entropy (Amayri
et al., 2015). Information gain is helpful to
distinguish among a large set of features, the
most worthwhile to consider for occupancy
estimation.
A supervised learning approach has been
used. Occupancy has been determined before using a classification algorithm: occupancy counting was manually annotated using a video feed from two cameras strategically positioned in an office to simulate the

occupant replies, determine the structure of
parameterized classifier and validate interactive learning results.
The decision tree classification technique has
been selected because it provides both very
good results and the results are easy to analyze and adapt. The decision tree algorithm selects a class by descending a tree
of decision nodes. Each internal node represents a comparison of a single feature
value with a learned threshold. The target of the decision tree algorithm is to select features that are more useful for classification. Finally, because decision trees are
human readable, they can be adjusted using
expert knowledge and extract the estimation
rules (if-then) from the decision tree structure.
if Xi ≤ threshold then
left child node
else
right child node
end if
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Parameterized classifier

Another approach for occupancy estimation
is investigated because it fits well with interactive learning. It uses a predetermined classifier structure with parameters to be adjusted
according to the incoming records. Any classifier could be used in this approach, but still
it is important to choose a general structure
for the sake of adaptability. Additionally,
the number of parameters should be low because the tuning mechanism relies on an optimization process that may become inefficient when complexity increases. A depthlimited decision tree classifier has been selected here. The depth of a tree varies depending upon the size and nature of the sample set. For example if the depth of the tree
is set to ’1’, a tree with a single node is generated. Otherwise, the most complicated case
builds a complete tree, where every path test
every feature. Limiting the depth avoids data
over-fitting phenomena by rejecting non significant features. Assuming ns samples and
nf features, at each level (i), the remaining

(nf − i) features for each sample at the level
(i) should be examined to calculate the information gain. However, learned trees are
rarely complete (number of leaves is lower or
equal to ns ). In practice, complexity is linear in both number of features (nf ) and number of training samples (ns ). In addition, a
maximum tree depth of d will limit the maximum number of rules for a decision to d.
In general, a deep tree with many leaves is
usually highly accurate on the training data
but less with the validation data. In addition,
finding a shortest decision tree is preferred
over longer trees: it is indeed easier to understand and more reliable, it is also easier to
implement and to use. Tuning problem can
be solved by adjusting the classifier parameters (node thresholds of the decision tree) in
the final structure according to each updated
record set and how much it’s different from
the previous one. An objective function is
determined to minimize the distance between
actual (coming from an ask) and estimated
(coming from the classifier) number of occupants in the room. Optimization covers a required period of asking, interacting with the
occupants in the studied area.
A depth equal to 2 is the limitation chosen
for the next analysis of occupancy estimation
because of the low average error of the resulting decision tree and of the little number
of thresholds to adjust. Additionally, the tree
is readable and rules are quite general as it is
shown in figure 2.
if microphone is low then
≈ 0 person
else if microphone is high and CO2 physical model is low then
≈ 1 person
else if microphone is high and CO2 physical model is high then
≈ 2 persons
end if
Note that, (if-then) rules from the tree structure could be extracted now easily to be applied in a tuning context.
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Results

The data covers 11 days from 04-May-2015
to 14-May-2015. During these 10 days, an
Human Machine Interface (HMI) is assumed
to be used to interact with the users in the office.

Figure 2: Decision tree used by the parameterized classifier
In this HMI, an alarm is triggerer to ask the
user the actual number of occupants. The
replies of the occupants are modeled but a
random process with a reply probability 50%
i.e. only half of the asks get replies.

Figure 3: Distribution of decision tree error
with 13 asking

Figure 4: Distribution of parameterized classifier error with 13 asking
Both estimation methods have been applied.
The interactive learning process has been performed 100 times to show the distribution
of the error for both decision tree (see figure 3) and parameterized classifier (see figure 4), with 13 asks,  = 0.5, and Er = 1.5.

For the first 13 asks, the parameterized classifier is giving better results than the whole
decision tree. While reproducing the same
interactive learning process with 50 asks, figures 5 and 6 with  = 0.5, and Er = 1.5
are obtained. The decision tree starts to give
better results. However decision tree needs
more than 13 asks for training data to build an
acceptable estimator. Additionally, it is important to notice that increasing  decreases
the number of asks while increasing the error ratio decreases the number of asks. It can
be noticed also that the asking process is dependent on the classifier used because the estimation error intervenes. The following table illustrates how the 13 asks are distributed
along the days with parameterized estimator.
Asking process with decision tree leads to almost the same results depending of the run
that contains randomness because of the ask
replies.
Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Asking 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Figure 5: Distribution of decision tree error
with 50 asking

Figure 6: Distribution of parameterized classifier error with 50 asking
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Conclusion

An interactive learning approach has been
proposed in this paper to avoid the manual
labeling of actual occupancy in a room for

supervised learning approaches. It is then
possible with a little number of interactions
with occupants to estimate the number of occupants in a zone. Two different classifiers
have been tested together with the interactive
ask process: a pure C45 decision tree algorithm and parameterized rule based classifier.
The approach can be easily extended to any
kind of classifier.
The C45 decision tree algorithm is very general because its structure is not assumed: it
is discovered from the data and can be therefore extended to any room with any sensors.
It leads to the best results after about 13 asks.
The parameterized classifier yields better results at first but because the number of parameters (2) is much less than the decision
tree (about 45 parameters), the decision tree
finally better estimates the number of occupants although the parameterized classifier
directly minimizes the estimation error and
the classification (with C45, classifying in
class 2 or in class 3 instead of class 1 has the
same impact). Because the structure of parameterized classifier is predefined, the adaptation capability to another context is much
less: a relevant structure has to be proposed.
The impact of the modality of interactions
through the human machine interface has still
to be investigated.
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